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Abstract

Uranium nitride is a nuclear fuel of interest as it offers enhanced accident tolerance, owing to its intrinsic properties.
Before UN can be deployed commercially it is essential to understand its properties and how they evolve during
operation. Therefore, molecular dynamics has been employed to study the study the thermal expansion and diffusivity
of UN and how this changes with stoichiometry. Changes in stoichiometry are predicted to have minimal impact on
the thermal expansion, however, the introduction of nitrogen vacancies does lead to a significant increase in nitrogen
diffusivity.
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1. Introduction

For decades, the most widely deployed nuclear fuel
in fission reactors has been uranium dioxide (UO2),
chosen for its radiation tolerance, chemical stability,
compatibility with common cladding materials [1],5

and a high melting point of (3078 ± 15) K [2]. Due
to its low thermal conductivity, uranium dioxide is
vulnerable to a rapid increase in centre-line temperature
and possible melting during a loss of coolant accident
(LOCA), such as the 2011 incident at Fukushima Dai-10

ichi. This incident highlighted the need to improve the
accident tolerance of fuels. In response, development
began on, so-called, Accident Tolerant Fuels (ATFs)
that are being developed as alternatives to oxide fuels,
with higher thermal conductivities and specific heat15

capacities to extend the narrow timeframe available for
operators to bring a reactor back under control. Ideally,
ATFs would operate in current light-water reactors
and maintain economic feasibility with improved
performance relative to UO2, such as achieving higher20

burn-ups [3].

One of the leading ATF candidate materials is
uranium mononitride (UN), which crystallises in the
Fm3̄m space group (No. 225), as shown in Fig. 1.25
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This rocksalt structure consists of two interconnecting
uranium and nitrogen face-centred cubic sublattices.
UN exhibits a high melting point of (3120 ± 30) K and
a thermal conductivity of 21 Wm-1K-1 at 2000 K [4, 5],
compared to a value of 2 Wm-1K-1 for the oxide at the30

same temperature [6]. This significantly greater thermal
conductivity reduces the rate of temperature increase in
the fuel as well as ensuring lower temperature gradients
and reduced thermal stresses. Furthermore, the higher
uranium density of the nitride offers an economic35

advantage through minimising the need for enrichment
with 235U. However, a complicated fabrication process,
requiring enrichment of 15N, coupled with unfavourable
reactions with hot coolant water have seen limited ap-
plication compared to more conventional oxides [7].40

Figure 1: The structure of a UN unit cell; the larger grey and smaller
blue atoms represent uranium and nitrogen, respectively. (Online ver-
sion in colour.)
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In current reactor designs, fuel pellets are stacked
inside a cladding tube forming a fuel rod. These rods
are then grouped together to form an assembly. Inside
the fuel rod there is a gap between the pellet and the45

cladding, called the plenum, to allow for swelling of
the fuel due to high temperatures and incorporation
of fission products. This swelling can cause a me-
chanical interaction between the fuel and the cladding,
which can cause cladding breach and contamination50

of the coolants [8]. As this is extremely undesirable,
low thermal expansions are therefore required for ATFs.

Before UN can be widely deployed in reactors it
is essential to understand its fundamental properties55

and to be able to predict how these are likely to
evolve during operation. While there has been some
effort to characterise UN, there is still significantly
less available data than for UO2. Hayes et al. have
presented experimental values for the lattice parameter60

as a function of temperature and determined associated
linear thermal expansion coefficients for UN [9–15].
Additionally, Hayes et al. have collated experimental
values for the specific heat capacity and enthalpy as a
function of temperature [14, 16–24].65

Of particular interest is the mobility of the intrinsic
uranium and nitrogen species in the crystal matrix, as
this is expected to strongly influence the segregation
of fission products. For example, iodine diffusion in70

UO2 occurs on the oxygen sublattice [25, 26] and the
nitrogen sublattice in UN may act in the same way.
Holt and Almassy measured diffusion using single UN
crystals in an α-particle activation study, and observed
that for a temperature range 1900-2300 K, the mobility75

of nitrogen atoms was greater than that of uranium
atoms [27].

Experimental activation energies for nitrogen diffu-
sion in UN range between 1.25 eV and 4.20 eV [28, 29].80

The lowest energy processes are thought to correspond
to diffusion along the grain boundaries. Within the fuel
grains, the nitrogen interstitial mechanism is thought
to dominate with energies ranging from 2.44 eV and
2.726 eV [27–29]. However, the exact stoichiometry85

of the samples studied is uncertain. The U-N2 phase
diagram indicates that at low temperatures, UN is a line
compound, however, at higher temperatures it is able
to accommodate some nitrogen deficiency, becoming
UN1−x [30, 31]. This non-stoichiometry is thought to90

be accommodated by a combination of antisite defects
and nitrogen vacancy defects [32].

As discussed above, fabrication of uranium nitride
is a complex process requiring specialist facilities.95

Therefore, there is an impetus to utilise computer
simulation to predict the properties of materials such
as UN. In particular, atomistic simulation techniques
have proven capable of accurately reproducing exper-
imentally determined properties as well as providing100

an atomic level insight into processes such as diffusion
[33–35]. Atomistic simulations fall into two broad
categories, electronic structure approaches, such as
density functional theory (DFT), and classical molecu-
lar dynamics (MD). Molecular dynamics uses Newton’s105

laws of motion to evolve a system of atoms over time,
with the interactions between atoms described using an
empirical pair potential. It enables the prediction of a
wide variety of properties, including thermal expansion
and conductivity, specific heat, and mobility. Prior110

applications of molecular dynamics to study UN have
examined the phase stability dependence on pressure
[36], as well as the temperature dependence of the
phononic contribution to the thermal conductivity [37].
Therefore, this work will employ molecular dynamics115

to examine how the introduction of nitrogen deficiency
influences the thermal expansion of UN and diffusivity
of nitrogen and uranium.

2. Methodology120

Within a molecular dynamics simulation, the atoms
are defined as point particles that interact via an empiri-
cally derived force field that is fitted to reproduce some
experimentally observed properties of the crystal. In
this work, the angular-dependent interatomic potential125

(ADP) developed for UN by Tseplyaev and Starikov
is used. Energy minimisation of the uranium nitride
unit cell results in a lattice parameter of 4.81 Å which
compares well with an experimental lattice parameter
of 4.89 Å at 53 K [38]. Furthermore, this potential has130

been shown to reproduce the phase transformation from
Fm3̄m → R3̄m that occurs at 35 GPa [39]. This poten-
tial was based on the improved form of an embedded
atom method potential constructed by Mishin, Mehl,
and Papaconstantopoulos [40].135

In a solid, diffusion is induced by the thermal hop-
ping of atoms between sites resulting in bulk migration
through the lattice. This diffusive process is typically
driven by either a thermal or concentration gradient. In
order to evaluate the mobility of U and N in the system,
the mean squared displacement (MSD) is calculated.
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The MSD is derived from Brownian motion, and is cal-
culated as the average displacement of the atom from its
initial position over a squared time interval. The diffu-
sivity, D, can be related to the evolution of the atomic
MSD over time according to:

MSD = 2nDt, (1)

where n represents the dimensionality of the system and
t denotes time. As the UN matrix is three dimensional,
n = 3 in this case. By calculating the diffusivity at a
series of temperatures, T , and plotting as a function of140

1/T to create an Arrhenius plot, it is possible to extract
the activation energy, Ea, and the diffusion coefficient,
D0, from:

D = D0 exp
(
−Ea

kBT

)
, (2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
145

Molecular dynamics simulations were performed
using the Large-scale Atomic Molecular Massively
Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) package [41]. Sim-
ulation supercells were constructed from 15×15×15
repetitions of the unitcell [42]. The resulting supercell150

of 27,000 atoms combined with periodic boundaries
enables a sufficient description of the infinite crystal
[43]. As discussed in the introduction, the UN lattice
is able to accommodate a deficiency of nitrogen at
high temperatures. Therefore, to represent this hy-155

postoichiomteric UN, antisites and nitrogen vacancies
were randomly introduced, independently, into the
simulation supercells using Atomsk [44]. From the
phase diagram [30, 31], it can be seen that UN is able
to accommodate a nitrogen content ranging from 48160

- 50%, therefore we remove up to 2% of the nitrogen
atoms.

Simulation supercells were initially equilibrated un-
der isobaric conditions and at the temperature of inter-165

est for 50,000 time steps, where a single time step in-
cremented by 1 fs. During this equilibration period, the
Nosé-Hoover thermostat and barostat were applied with
relaxation times of 0.1 ps and 1 ps, respectively. Follow-
ing equilibration, the supercell transitioned into a mi-170

crocanonical ensemble for calculation of the MSD. The
MSD was calculated over 50,000 time steps for sim-
ulation supercells containing vacancy defects. For the
perfect supercells and those containing antisite defects,
the MSD was calculated over 1,000,000 time steps for175

improved statistics due to the lower level of diffusion
expected. Simulations were repeated five times in order

to investigate different arrangements of defects, and the
standard deviations of the values from these repeated
simulations were used for the error bars.180

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Lattice parameter and thermal expansion

Simulations were performed across a wide tempera-
ture range. The lattice parameters for the stoichiometric
and hypostoichiometric UN are plotted as a function185

of temperature for nitrogen vacancies in figure 2, and
for antisite defects in figure 3. Also included in figures
2 and 3 is the experimental data of Hayes et al. [9].
Immediately obvious from the plots are an off-set of
approximately 0.07 Å (1.4%) between the experimental190

and simulation data. This level of discrepancy is not
unusual for simulations using empirical pair potentials.
Despite this discrepancy, the trends in the simulation
results demonstrate excellent agreement with the
experimental data. All sets of data show that there is a195

roughly linear increase in the lattice parameter in the
range 100 – 2000 K, and that the rate of increase is
larger at higher temperatures.

Figure 2: Lattice parameter a of UN varying with temperature at var-
ious hypo-stoichiometric values due to nitrogen vacancies. The ex-
perimental values collated in Hayes et al. [9] are also denoted here.
The behaviour is approximately linear between 100 – 2000 K for the
MD data. The inset plot demonstrates that the simulation sufficiently
captures the basic material physics. The error bars are too small to
see. (Online version in colour.)

The agreement between the experimental and simula-
tion results is supported by comparing the linear thermal
expansion coefficient (LTEC), α [45], which is defined
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Figure 3: Lattice parameter a of UN varying with temperature at var-
ious hypo-stoichiometric values due to antisite defects. The experi-
mental values collated in Hayes et al. [9] are also denoted here. The
behaviour is approximately linear between 100 – 2000 K for the MD
data. The inset plot demonstrates that the simulation sufficiently cap-
tures the basic material physics. The error bars are too small to see.
(Online version in colour.)

as the fractional change in length of an isotropic mate-
rial as described by Eq. (3) [46];

∆L/L = α∆T, (3)

where L is the initial length of the material and ∆L is200

the change in length. From the simulations, a value
of (7.78 × 10−6 ± 1.91 × 10−9) K−1 was determined
for a defect-free supercell from the nitrogen vacancy
runs, and a value of (7.78 × 10−6 ± 5.50 × 10−9) K−1

was determined for a defect-free supercell from the205

antisite defects runs. These values compare well with
an experimental value of 7.5 × 10−6 K−1 across the
same temperature range [9, 16, 39, 47, 48]. It is noted
that these values show significant deviation (20%) from
that obtained by Tseplyaev and Starikov [39]. This210

discrepancy may have been due to the difference in the
ranges of values chosen in the calculation of the LTEC.

Also evident from figure 2 is the almost impercepti-
ble change in the lattice parameter due to the inclusion215

of non-stoichiometry at all but the very highest tempera-
tures. To examine this more closely, the relative change
in volume between the non-stoichiometric and stoichio-
metric lattice parameters are plotted in figures 4 and 5.

Figure 4 shows that there is an almost linear decrease220

in the lattice parameter as the vacancy concentration
increases, although the magnitude of the change
decreases very slightly with temperature up until 2500

Figure 4: The change in volume relative to the volume of a perfect
cell at each temperature for a supercell containing nitrogen vacancies.
The error bars are too small to see. (Online version in colour.)

Figure 5: The change in volume relative to the volume of a perfect
cell at each temperature for a supercell containing antisite defects.
The error bars are too small to see. (Online version in colour.)

K. At this point, there is a sudden increase in the
lattice parameter and there is evidence of diffusion225

occurring in the simulation supercell. It was also found
that there is no distinctive trend between LTECs and
the concentration of nitrogen vacancies, indicating
that hypo-stoichiometry has a minimal effect on the
expansion of UN. Figure 5 shows an almost linear230

increase in the lattice parameter as the amount of
antisite defects increase. The data for 2500 K shows a
larger increase in the lattice parameters than the lower
temperatures due to the atoms possessing more energy
in order to be able to diffuse through the lattice.235
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Prior experimental data showing the relationship
between lattice parameter and the degree of non-
stoichiometry is limited. Troć investigated the effect of
nitrogen composition on lattice parameter and observed240

a decrease with an increasing amount of nitrogen
interstitials at temperatures of 94 K and below [49]. In
this work, lattice expansion was observed for increasing
hypo-stoichiometry at temperatures above 2500 K,
with lower temperatures showing lattice shrinkage for245

this at lower temperatures. However, Troć studied
hyper-stoichiometric UN, whereas this work focuses on
hypo-stoichiometric UN; these different regimes may
correspond with different lattice expansion behaviours.

250

3.2. Diffusion

Intrinsic diffusion in UN was studied in the tem-
perature range 2300–2700 K for supercells containing
nitrogen vacancies and 2300-2600 K for supercells
containing antisite defects only. Only the higher tem-255

peratures were considered as, due to short simulation
times and small supercells, it was not possible to
observe statistically significant amounts of diffusion
at lower temperatures. However, as the process is
Arrhenius-like, the activation energy should be similar260

at low temperatures, particularly when nitrogen defi-
ciency is present. Figure 6 shows the MSD for both
uranium and nitrogen as a function of time at 2500 K in
a supercell containing 1.5% nitrogen vacancies. In Fig.
6, the linear increase in the MSD for nitrogen with time265

indicates that nitrogen is able to diffuse through the
system at this temperature. By contrast, Fig. 6 shows
that uranium appears to be relatively immobile even at
these high temperatures.

270

The logarithmic diffusion as a function of inverse
temperature was examined for nitrogen with different
UN hypo-stoichiometry, and is shown in Fig. 7 for ni-
trogen vacancies, and Fig. 8 for antisite defects. As the
MSD data for nitrogen atoms presented a linear trend,
the method of least squares was applied to fit the nitro-
gen diffusion points according to Eq. (4) [50];

m =

∑
i(xi − x̄)yi∑
i(xi − x̄)2 =

∑
i xi(yi − ȳ)∑
i xi(xi − x̄)

. (4)

These results can be compared to diffusion plots
from experiment as reported in Butt and Jaques [28]
and Matzke [29]. For a perfect supercell, the diffusivity
values were found to be in a similar range; a difference
by an order of 102 can be seen between the values275

Figure 6: A plot of MSD as a function of time for a temperature of
2500 K, with 1.5% nitrogen vacancies introduced into the lattice. Er-
ror bars are present, though they are too small to be visible. (Online
version in colour.)

Figure 7: The logarithmic diffusion of nitrogen as a function of in-
verse temperature in a supercell containing nitrogen vacancies, with
least squares fitting applied. The percentage of nitrogen vacancies is
indicated in the legend. The error bars are too small to see. (Online
version in colour.)

reported here and those reported in Matzke and Butt
and Jaques. A variation of pressures may have caused
this; quasi-stoichiometric UN was studied at 0.1316
atm by Matzke, however, the specify sample details
were not reported, so a difference in the make up of the280

crystal may also have influenced this disparity.

With the gradients of the lines in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8
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Figure 8: The logarithmic diffusion of nitrogen as a function of in-
verse temperature in a supercell containing antisite defects, with least
squares fitting applied. The percentage of antisite defects is indicated
in the legend. The error bars are too small to see. (Online version in
colour.)

corresponding to the activation energies of the different
systems, it is observed that most of the gradients, aside285

from the perfect supercell for the nitrogen vacancy case,
are visibly similar, signifying similar activation energies
for these systems. In Fig. 7, the gradient for the perfect
supercell is steeper, which indicates a higher activation
energy. This increased activation energy arises due to290

a lack of defects that can mediate the diffusion process
in the perfect cell. The activation energies calculated
using the gradients produced by the fit and Eq. (2) are
displayed in Fig. 9.

Figure 9 suggests that there are multiple regimes295

present in the data. In stoichiometric UN, there are high
corresponding nitrogen activation energies of around
3.5 eV with a relatively large error due to the relatively
low levels of diffusion observed. As the concentration
of defects is increased, the activation energy generally300

decreases, as it is easier for nitrogen diffusion to occur
through defects than a defect free lattice. For higher
degrees of hypo-stoichiometry, the nitrogen activation
energy decreases to approximately 1.8 eV for supercells
containing nitrogen vacancies, and approximately 2.6305

eV for supercells containing antisite defects; this could
be indicative of defect clustering, which could have an
impact on the diffusivity.

An activation energy of 2.64 eV was determined for a310

UN sample containing 0.1% of nitrogen vacancies from
previous mD simulations by Kuksin et al. [51], which
agrees with the results presented in Fig. 9. Experimen-

Figure 9: Nitrogen activation energies for each considered UN hypo-
stoichiometry, compared to nitrogen vacancy experimental data from
Holt and Almassy [27] and theoretical data from Kuksin et al. [51].

tal values the activation energy for nitrogen were de-
termined by Holt and Almassy [27]. Unfortunately, the315

exact level of non-stoichiometry is not reported, thereby
making comparison with the simulations difficult. Fig-
ure 9 shows that both diffusion mechanisms studied ex-
hibit similar activation energies to that of Holt and Al-
massy [27], but at different degrees of hypostoichiom-320

etry. At small deviations from stoichiometry ( 0.25%)
the vacancy mechanism has an activation energy that
is closer to the experiment, however, at all larger de-
viations the antisite results are in good agreement with
experiment.325

No evidence of a superionic transition (such as dis-
continuities in the lattice paraemters or specific heats)
was observed in the simulations. Therefore, diffusion is
thought to be facilitated by the thermal creation of de-
fects in the stoichiometric and antisite containing sam-330

ples and the movement of the existing defects in the va-
cancy containing supercells.

4. Conclusion

Thermophysical properties of hypo-stoichiometric
UN have been computed using MD simulations and335

analysed. The lattice parameters were found to be
largely unaffected by the introduction of hypostoi-
chiometry into the lattice. The average activation
energy for nitrogen in stoichiometric UN was found
to be 3.54 eV, whereas for higher degrees of hypo-340
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stoichiometry, the activation energy decreases. If the
non-stoichiometry is accommodated by vacancy defects
the activation energy decreases to approximately 1.8 eV,
however, accommodation by antisites results in a reduc-
tion to 2.6 eV. These values compare with an experi-345

mental value of 2.45 eV, although the exact stoichiom-
etry of the sample is unknown. Previous work suggests
that the potential predicts that the antisites are the ther-
modynamically most favourable process for accommo-
dating hypostoichiometry and so are the dominant de-350

fects. The agreement between the activation energies
calculated in supercells containing antisite defects and
the experimental value also supports this hypothesis.
This study provides a validation of material properties
of UN that have been previously studied, and further355

material behaviours of UN can therefore be explored.
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